Term 3, Week 9

Wooranna Park
Grade 2

What’s Happening?
September:
Wednesday 18th
Planning Day (specialist teachers to take grade 2)
Friday 20th
Last Day of Term – 2.30pm
October:
Monday 7th
Term 4 Commences

As we conclude term 3 with our last newsletter, it reminds us that term 4 is just around the corner!

We have given home learning for weeks 8, 9 and 10. If you have not received this home learning please send your child’s home learning book to school. Holiday home learning will be given out during week 10.

We wish all families a safe and enjoyable two week break and look forward to seeing everyone in term 4 – Monday 7th October 😊.

GOODLUCK
To the Grade 4 students in their Wakakirri finals tonight in Hamer Hall!

Spring Fruit
Spring is the beginning of lovely fruit being available at the Dandenong Markets. Fruit makes a wonderful, easy snack for students at school.

The Grade 2 Unit

Noticeboard

Hats
Although we say term 4 and term 1 is compulsory for students to wear hats, we really encourage students and families to wear hats when necessary in term 2 and 3. Today the UV index was expected to hit 5 and the Cancer Council recommends that students Slip, Slop, Slap, Seek and Slide when UV is expect to be above 3. I use the app “Weather Au” for forecasts or: www.bom.gov.au
(a great website to prompt mathematical thinking and conversations at home!)

Lost Property
In Grade 2 we have two clothes baskets full of lost property. By Grade 2, students are expected to be responsible of their clothing however we do understand that sometimes things get misplaced. Please place a clear NAME on clothing so that we can assist your child in taking home their clothes.

GOODLUCK
To the Grade 4 students in their Wakakirri finals tonight in Hamer Hall!
Grade 2 Assembly: A Musical Extravaganza!

Thank you for the AMAZING turn out of parents who came to watch our Assembly. I hope your hearts were full of pride.

“At assembly I was the MC and I felt nervous when I did it.” Miniya

“I was proud of our assembly because we worked so hard and we practiced lots of time.” Jasmine

“In assembly I enjoyed doing the hoedown throwdown in front of everyone” Tevi

“I liked the musical extravaganza!” Fiona D

We have been using music to explore fractions. We began with a whole note (4 beats) then halved it to have halves (2 equal parts). We continued to quarts and eighths. We were able to create different rhythms with clapping. How did we make a whole? “I used one half and two quarters” Hafiz, “One quarter, two eighths and one half” Hussnain, and “Six eighths and one quarter” Alison.

Have you looked at our Blog?


Headlines that may interest you...

Skyping Miss C!
Broadie’s Name
Exploring Fractions
“Who has seen the wind?”
...and lots more!

Comment of the Week
Alison! 😊

* We would love to see more comments on the blogs! *